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9MEMORANDUM FOR: Brian Grimes, Director

pPRg 79p ,Division of Emergency Preparedness -

U.S. Nuclear Re u a ory Commission ( % mu g
FROM: i.. 1,.

Assistant Associate Director ''

Office of Natural and Technological Hazards 4'

SUBJECT: Supplemental Interim Findings on Offsite
Emergency Preparedness at the Grand Gulf
Nuclear Power Station

This office furnished an " Interim Findings" on offsite emergency
preparedness for the Grand Gulf Commercial Nuclear Power Station
on November 23, 1981. Subsequently, this office has been furnished
additional information from FEMA Regions IV and VI. The purpose of
this memorandum is to transmit this supplemental information to the-

NRC for your use when the NRC Commissioners meet regarding 1icensing
which is scheduled for April 23, 1982. The following information is
attached:

1. Memo entitled " Mississippi Site-Specific Radiological
Emeroency Plan and Preparedness for the Grand Gulf
Nt. clear Power Station" from Regional Director, Region IV
to the Associate Director for State and Local Programs,

and Support, dated March 5, 1982.

2. " Evaluation of Mississippi Site-Specific Radiological
Emergency Response Plan for the Grand Gulf Nuclear Power
Station" by Major P. May, Regional Director, FEMA Regien IV
dated March 5, 1982.

3. Letter from RAC IV Chairman to Director, Mississippi Emergency
Management Agency dated November 13, 1981, listing deficiMcies
noted at November 4-5, 1981 exercise.

4. " Exercise Critique" prepared by the State of Mississippi
responding to the deficiency memo of November 13, 1981.

f. . " Interim Findings" from FEMA Region VI to Associate Director,
State and Local' Programs and Support" dated March 18, 1982,
with three attachments.

The supplemental information reinforces FEMA's position on the status
of offsite emergency preparedness at the Grand Gulf facilities. The
Region IV Director states "...I concur with the conclusions of State
Officials that the level of radiological emergency preparedness in
Mississippi is adequate to protect the health and safety of Mississippi
citizens."
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The Region VI evaluation states " Generally, the Louisiana Radiological
Emergency Preparedness Plans meet the criteria of NUREG-0654. Implementing
procedures need to be incorporated. Most have been developed and have
been reviewed by FEMA Region VI. The State of Louisiana demonstrated
quite satisfactorily the capability and resources necessary to respond
to an accident / incident at the Grand Gulf facility."

The deficiencies in the Mississippi exercise have been corrected or are
being corrected. The only outstanding deficiency is the lack of agreements
between various parties. The State has indicated that these agreements
will be completed and furnished to FEMA Region IV in May 1982.

The State of Louisiana has not provided a firm date for completion of
corrections; however, the State has advised FEMA Region VI that they will
have all off-site planning complete and ready for final approval prior to
or by the time it is needed by the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station Utility
Company.

Although the " Alert and Notification" system is in place, the adequacy
of the system must be verified in accordance with NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1.

If I can be of any further assistance on this matter, please contact
me or Vern Adler at 287-0200.

Attachments
As Stated
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March 5, 1982

MINPRDU4 IDR: IGSOCIATE DIPECIOR EOR STATE AfD IOCTL
PPOGPMS AND SUPPORT

f
'

*'
FI m : ' Major P. May -

Pagional Director

SURIECT: Mississippi Site-Specific Radiological Dnergancy Plan
and Preparedness for the Grand Gulf Nuclear Power Station

In acmrdan with the provisions of 44 CFR 350 I am forsarding th2
subject plan for me National Office review and approval. Attached
are my evaluation of the Novcmber 4-5, 1981 site-specific plans; the
exercise of plans; and, the overall adequacy of the state and local
preparcdness program as stipulated in NUPEG 0654/mM -REP-1 Rev.1.

As Pcgional Director mm Pagion IV, I concur with the conclusiors of
State Officials that the level of radiological anergancy preparedness
in Mississippi is adequate to protect the health and safety of Mississippi
citizens. This indication was providcd in the gercral state plan sutmittal
letter dated May 22, 1981.

It is my opinion that Mississippi has done an excellent job in the
develognent of the Radiological Emergency Response Plan for Plant Grand
Gulf. The require:n2nts of the proposed FDG rule, 44 CFR 350, titled,
"Pevica and Approval of State and Iocal Radiological Dnergency Plans
and Preparedness," have been largaly met, and deficiencies noted by the
exercises have been or are currently being corrected by the State planning
and emergency response staff which incitdes persons with expertise fran
the State Division of Radiological Health and frcm the Mississippi
Drcrgency Management Agency.

The only significant deficiency that remains is listed in the RAC
chaiman's deficiencies letter of June, 3,1981, under criteria Itcm
A-3 of NUREG-0654; th2 RAC ccnment states that "only a list of agrecments
is provided." Mr. Jim Maher today has infomcd my staff that these
agreenents will be ccmpleted and sent to this office during the nonth
of May 1982.

I am certain that Governor Winte will appreciate being apprised of the
results of the E G National Office review.

Attachnents

|
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Mr. James E. Maher
Director
Mississippi Emergency Management Agency

,
' P. O. Box 4501, Fondren Station ~'

Jackson, Mississippi 39216

Dear Mr. Maher:
,

:

Enclosed is a list of deficiencies noted in the Plant Grand Gulf REP Exercise
| conducted on November 4-5, 1981. nese deficiencies were observed by the

Regional Assistance Committee and FEMA IV Staff.
i

)
We are aware corrections are currently being made in the Plant Grand Gulf
State and Site-Specific Plans as a result of the Exercise and participant
Critique conducted on November 5,1981. R us, at the earliest convenience,
please provide the FEMA IV Regional Director with a report on how and when
the noted deficiencies will be corrected. Upon receipt of this report, the ;

j
' process of plan review and acceptance may proceed.
i

We compliment Mississippi for the excellent Radiological Emergency Preparedness
|

cffort and assure you that RAC IV and FEMA IV Staff remain committed to future
support of REP activities in your State.

Sincerely,

i

/S/!~ n ..:...
!

Jack D. Richardson
Chairman, RAC IV

Enclosure

cc:
RAC IV Members
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DEFICIENCIES NOTED

IN Tile

GRAND CULT NUCLEAR STATION EXERCISE

CONDUCTED AT

PORT GIBSON, MISSISSIPPI

NOVDBER 4-5, 1981
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DEFICIENCIES NOTED IN Tile GRAND GULF NUCLEAR STATION EXERCISE

(1) Notification and Alerting of Of ficials and Staf f

The receipt and dissemination of the notification of an " unusual event" during
MEMA day-to-day operations appeared to be confusing. A review and possible .

Iimprovement of current procedure are warranted.

(2) Notification and Alerting of the Public

The alerting and notification system (sirens and emergency broadcast system) was
activated. Observers within the ten mile EPZ (Claiborne County) were not in a
position to hear the sirens. Instructions to the public via EBS were not clearly

i

understood. '

The alerting and notification system must be tested for acceptance at a later
date.

(3) External Communications Capability Between Sites

Communications capability between sites was considered to be good. Some equip-
ment had been recently installed. Additional checking is needed to assure
quality and uniform reception at all stations on the utility loop.

(4) Emergency Operations Center (EOC) Facility

The State E0C is considered to be good for this type of response operation. Lay-
out of the EOC could be improved by not placing the moveable display in front of
communications center glass window.

(5) EOC Internal Communications and Displays

Displayed information on status boards / displays was behind in currency up to 30
| minutes a; times. There were no E0C briefings during the " unusual event" or

" alert" s tatus . Message form use and distribution were unclear among some parti-
cipants.

|

(6) Adequacy of Staffing

We would recommend a review of radiological health staffing for sustained accident
assescmunt operations over a protracted period of time.

(7) Facility Access Control / Security

No deficiencies noted.

(8) Support by Responsible Elected or Appointed Of ficials

No deficiencies noted.

..
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(9) Direction and Control

Specific actions during the " Site-Area Emergency" were taken according to Plan /
SOP's. However, the EOC Staff present at the time was not briefed.

(10) Coordination (Between Officials , Agencies , Federal Agencies, etc.)

Coordination on downgrade action (General Emergency to Site-Area Emergency) is
questioned. This should have been challenged by State Officials because of the
of f-site conditions at the time the change in status was made by the utility.
During the exercise the utility operator downgraded the emergency classification
f rom a general emergency to a site area emergency at which time the State issued
a press release to this ef fect. Twelve minutes later the utility eperator up-
graded the event to a general emergency on the basis of postulated above back-
ground radiation levels of f-site. The State was aware of these levels by virtue
of monitoring teams in the field and should have questioned the initial decision
to downgrade the event. We recommend the State and Utility Operator develop a
coordinated procedure which requires all situations both on on-site and off-site
have been stabilized and agree that the event should be downgraded.

(11) Ecernency Plans

EOC staff utilization of plans / SOP's during the exercise was not evident. We
would encourage more emergency operations staff utilization of the plan as a
reference. EOC SOP's should be reviewed and referred to.

(12) Public Information

The State Public Information staf f should be expanded. Two people will be
insufficient during an actual emergency. We would recommend a re-review and
possible re-write of the public information parts of the plans to ensure State,
county, and utility organizations are in concert on all public information
activities. Some of the factors which should be considered in this effort are:

e Release of information from a single source. The Emergency News Media
Center (ENMC) in Port Gibson should be the primary source of news
bulletins and locations of press conferences. This applies to both
on and off-site information; therefore, we recommend the ENMC be co-
manned by State, b'tility and Local Government Public Information Staff.

Utilization of the full spectrum of public information resources avail-o
able (EBS , newspapers , television, wire services , outreach , etc.)

Refresher training / meetings with EBS primary and secondary radioe

stations to include information on how to authenticate the caller.

More frequent formal press conferences at the ENMC utilizing thee

" panel of experts" technique during a f ast-breaking situation. Specific

time windows should be given to media for intervicws with the experts
following each press conference.

.
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o Heavier emphasis on public information activities in future exercises
to include controlled inputs requiring public information staf f action
(media visits, inaccurate media coverage incidents, requests for inter-
views, photography requests, ete'.) specific attention to public infor-

! mation activity during reentry and recovery operations should also be
addressed.

~

i e Public information plans and procedures should be developed to accomm-
j odate the possible influx of national and international media organi-

zations (press kits for non-local media would be required) .;

i

1 Congressional interest and response will be a key public informationi e

requirement should an accident occur.

t e Calls from concerned citizens should be referred to the public information
staff. This will ensure uniformity and consistency in release of infor-
mation and free up operations staff to carry out emergency functions and
responsibilities.

(13) Accident -Assessment (monitoring, report projecting, coordination)
>

The State should give consideration to requesting that MP&L dispatch a knowledge-
abic technical person to the State EOC. This would improve the co=munications
flow as well as permit the State to fully grasp the severity of on-site conditions.

Although communications hardware systems between the State EOC and Grand Gulf
Nuc1 car Station were adequate, the State experienced difficulty in obtaining
technical data from the GGNS. Consequently the State's ability to perform any
independent assessment of the incident was hampered. In general, the information
flow from the GGNS was consistently 30 to 45 minutes late.

We recommend State and GGUS officials evaluate this deficiency and coordinate an
ef fective solution to ensure the communication flow is timely and accurate.

(14) Protective Actions (Evacuation, Shelter, Reception and Care)

The Utics Junior College Shelter Manager had to drive from Jackson and was not
available until three hours af ter the decision was made to activate the Shelter.
Separation of contaminatea and non-contaminated shelter evacuees poses a procedural
problem which should be reviewed.

Some confusion on evacuation orders was apparent, i.e., evacuate to two miles
and shelter out to five miles (Mississippi) vs. evacuate out to five miles

(Louisiana) .

i The announced sectors (operational maps) to be evacuated are not compatible with
the areas designated on the brochure distributed by MP&L. This situation should

be examined for i= mediate correction.

a
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(15) Exposure Control (Access and Traffic Control, Use of KI, Recording Dose

No decontamination stations were observed to be set up with decontamination
materials (i.e. , water hoses , etc.) .

Personnel monitoring observed inside EOC. This activity should have taken place

outside.

it was not clear at the Claiborne County EOC whether the reported exposure rates
we re monitored or calculated.

Dosimeters were issued to county emergency workers. However, no dose records
or record keeping was observed.

Dosimeters were not evident among shelter management, decontamination staff and
public health nurses.

The dosimeters that were distributed were high range (0-200 R), CDV 138's were
available and should have been utilized.

Some traf fic control personnel (State, County, City) were not issued dosimeters.

(16) Adequacy of Scenario to Test State and Local Plans

The scenario did not call for iodine release. This precluded any use of K1 or
the decision making process associated with distribution of KI.

.

The short period of time between the site area emergency and general emergency,
as provided for in the scenario, appeared to ob, servers to be unrealistic as
compared to the extended time period during the unusual event and the alert phase.
For exercising purposes and maximum utilization of time, it appears the majority
of exercise time should be spent in the site area emergency or general emergency
phase. It is in these phases when most of f-site conditions would occur.

(18) Benefit of Exercise to Participants

No deficiencies noted.

.u Protect the(19) Capability of 05ser;ed Jurisdictions to Execute RE" Plans

Public

While definite improvements are needed and specific lessons were l_arned, Mississippi
and Claiborne County are capable of executing Site-Specific Plans for the protection
of the public in the event of an accident at Grand Gulf Nuclear Station which may
have off-site consequences.

.
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EXERCISE CRITIQUE

1. The SOP for the State EOC is being changed to reflect the difference
in the notification process for regular office hours and off duty
hours.

The existing siren system was designed in accordance with NUREG 0654,2.
appendix 3 and FEMA CPG l-17 Additional sirens are planned for in-
stallation and the system is still subject to acceptance testing and
approval. System characteristics are described in the enclosed docu-

Siren Alerting System, Grand Gulf Nuclear Power Station.ment

The Emergency Public Information component of the plan is being revised
and any procedural problems in the EBS will be corrected.

3 The telephone company had installed equipment other than that requested.
This equipment is being replaced. Also, appropriate changes have been
made in the communications diagram found in appendix C-1 (page C-I-1).

4. We will consider this comment for possible change in the 50P for the
State EOC.

5 We do not dispute the 30 minutes delay in updating the status boards /
displays; however, they were being updated as expeditiously as infor-
mation was received. There may have been one occasion when some infor-
mation, not all, was lacking or nct changed.

The people in the EOC during " unusual event" are MEMA staff and they
should know the situation and, therefore, need no briefing.

During " alert" the only additional staff in the EOC would be the Radio-
logical Emergency Response Coordinator who would be in constant contact
with the plant and would thus be aware of the emergency status.

The message routing system is being revised and additional training of
staff will be conducted.

radiological health staff is cacable of maintaining operations for6. The
24-48 hours. Additional state personnel are being trained in accident
assessment and will be available for support. Additional assistance

radiological health programs in other states and/or the federalfrom the
government would be requested if needed.

9 Agreed. Individuals will be briefed as they arrive at the E0C and periodic
briefings will be held thereaf ter.

in emergency action level was challenged by the state radio-10. The change
health staff and was noted by the NRC and EPA representatives inlogical

the E0C and discussed with them at the time of occurrence. Prior to the

arrival of the field response teams in the affected areas, MPSL was re-
It hasquested to re-check the numbers provided by their field teams.

been requested of MPSL to coordinate with the state radiological health
staff prior to downgrading an emergency classification affecting off-site
areas.

-1-
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11. Plans and 50P's were available during the exercise for reference as
needed. Because of both group and individual training sessions were
held prior to the exercise, the need to use these documents seldom
arose.

12. MEMA staff will be augmented by public information personnel from the
Governor's Office, Board of Health, National Guard, Welfare Department,
and other state agencies as needed.

Plans are being revised to call for the activation of Emergency News
Media Center (ENMC) in Port Gibson at the site area emergency action
level. Procedures for the use of this facility are being developed in
cooperation with the licensee and local government.

A message authentication matrix is in existence and is distributed monthly'

to the National Weather Service, Highway Patrol, Nuclear Plant Manager,
and the primary EBS station. A copy of this matrix is enclosed for re-
ference.

The existing press kit is being reviewed and some changes may be made.
Kits will be available for distribution to media representatives.

The use of the Governor's action line as a source of public information
and rumor control is being investigated. The action line staff would be
furnished with all public information being released from the ENMC in
Port Gibson in order to ensure the coordinaton of information.

The emergency public information component of the plan is being revised
for the deficiencies discovered as a result of the exercise.to account

13 The defic encies noted regarding accident assessment have been discussed
among the agencies involved and it was agreed that a more timely infor-
mation flow from the plant to off-site agencies is necessary. The licen-

see has stated that the delays will be corrected and that all necessary
technical information will be supplied according to the reporting for-
mat specified in the plans.

14. Although the shelter manager was not available until approximately 3
hours after the decision was made to activate the shelters, seven workers
had arrived and started operations prior to the arrival of any evacuees.

The scenario dictated the difference in the decisions to evacuate out to
two miles and shelter out to five miles (Mississip'pi) as opposed to evac-
uate out to five miles (Louisiana). This was done in order to allow both
states to respond to the requirements of the regulations.

Public evacuation information will be in terms of the evacuation areas
printed on the information brochure. Sectors will be used for internal
operations only and a dual purpose map showing sectors and areas will be
available in the EOF and the state and local E0C's.

ation had been designated as the primary de-
15 Although the county fire s

contamination station, this information was not disseminated to all par-
ticipants.

-2-
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Personnel had been monitored at the roadblocks and no further monitoring
was necessary but was conducted in order to display the local capability.
If necessary, future monitoring will be conducted in the Superintendent
of Education office adjacent to the local EOC.

Exposure rates were monitored and calculated by state personnel and this
information was furnished to local officials. Individual dosimeters were
issued to all emergency workers and to a representative sample of person-
nel in the shelters and local E0C. In almost all cases dose records were
maintained and any deficiencies have been corrected.

16. Although the scenario did not call for the release of iodine, KI was avall-
able for distribution to emergency workers.

Real time experience will be considered or as a future alternative with
the unusual event and alert stages being compressed and the site area and
general emergency stages expanded.

| -

|

t
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March 18, 1982

MEMORANDUM FOR: ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAMS AND SUPPORT

ATTN: Vern Adler, Technological Hazards Division

FROM: R. Dell Greer, Acting Chief
g , ../ Natu al and Technological Hazards Division

SUBJECT: Interim Findings

SITE: Grand Gulf Nuclear Generating Station

STATE: Louisiana

BASIS FOR
FINDINGS: 44 CFR Part 350 All-Agency Exercise c~ 11/4-5/81

Plans as follow:

(1) Annex J. Appendix 7 to Louisiana Preparedness
Plan for Emergency Operations, (State of Louisiana
Peacetime Radiological Response Plan, Revision 3,
September 1981)

(2) Attachment 2 and Tensas Parish REP Plan.

INTRODUCTION

Site and Area Description

The Grand Gulf Nuclear Station is located in Claiborne County, flississippi.
The site is approximately 1 mile east of the Mississippi River, 25 miles
south of Vicksburg, Mississippi and 37 miles north-northeast of Natchez,
Mississippi and lies directly across the Mississippi River from Tensas
Parish, Louisiana, about 10 miles from Newellton and about 12 miles from
St. Joseph, Louisiar.a

Principal planning organizations

The Louisiana Nuclear Energy Division, Office of Environmental Affairs,
Department of Natural Resources is the Office of Primary Responsibility
both for planning for and responding to accidents / incidents at fixed nu-
clear generating facilities at the State level. The Tensas Parish Office
of Emergency Preparedness is responsible for the REP plannino at the local
level, assisted by the Louisiana Nuclear Energy Division. Tensas Parish
is the only Parish in the State of Louisiana falling within the 10 mile
Emergency Planning Zone of the subject facility.

W GhENT 6
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Materials available for examination / status of planning

All plans referenced have been formally submitted to FEMA Region VI by
the State of Louisiana, reviewed and evaluated by the FEMA Region VI
Regional Assistance Committee and comments relative to the plans for-
warded to the State for their consideration and incorporation. All plans
referenced have been exurcised in accordance with 44 CFR Part 350 and eval-
uated by the FEMA Region VI Regional Assistance Committee and comments re-
garding the capability to implement the referenced plans forwarded to the
State of Louisiana for their considerations (with the exception of the warn-
ing and notification system).

EVALUATION

Attachment 1 is a consolidated synopsis of RAC comments of the Louisiana
Peacetime Radiological Response Plan (the State Plan) using NUREG-0654,
FEMA-REP-1 as the standard cr teria. A full evaluation of each elementi

indicating how the plan meets the criteria as well as how it might be
strengthened is available upon request from FEMA Region 6.

Attachment 2 is a consolidated synopsis of RAC comments of the Attachment
2, Tensas Parish plan, using NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1 as the criteria for
evaluation. Again, this report lists only those planning areas in which
the local plan could be strengthened by corrections and or additions. A

full evaluation including both comments as to how the plan meets the cri-
teria as well as deficiencies may be requested from FEMA Region 6.

Attachment 3 is a copy of the observations noted in the Grand Gulf Nuclear
Station Exercise of November 4 and 5,1981.

SCHEDULE OF CORRECTIONS _

The State of Louisiana has chosen not to assign a firm date for completion
of corrections; however, it is the intent of the State to have all off-site
planning complete and ready for final approval prior to or by the time it is
needed by the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station Utility Company.

Generally, the Louisiana Radiological Emergency Preparedness Plans meet the
criteria of NUREG-0654. Implementing procedures need to be incorporated.
Most have been developed and FTve been reviewed by FEMA 6. The State of
Louisiana demonstrated quite sttisfactorily the capability and resources
necessary to respond to an accident / incident at the Grand Gulf facility.

Attachments

- - _ _ _ _ _
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CONSOLIDATED SYNOPSIS OF RAC CO'0!ENTS
,

LOUISIANA PEACETIME RADIOLOGICAL RESPONSE PLAN

GENERAL CCMMENTS

The Table of Contents of the State Plan should be expanded to show the various
tables, tabs, and enclosures to tabs. This is important, as much of the impor-
tant information is in these places and is dif ficult to locate. This is es-
pecially critical with Chapters 8 and 9.

State Plan contains both pg. 5-1 as well as its revision, pg. 5-1.

A. ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY

1.e. Twentv-four hour oer dav emer2ency resconse capability, includinz =anning
of communications.

Page 3-2 indicates at the state level, LNED will provide coverage of
the dedicated land-line telephone during normal of fice hours and the
Louisiana State Police will provide coverage through an extension at
other hours (as indicated during RAC meeting, a plan change is recuired,

since OEP has been added).

2.a. Functions and resconsibility both orimary and support.

Many functional assignments are made to organizational entities rather
than to individuals by title as specified (e.g., in Section 7, III.
A-D and V. D-F, etc.).

Section VI. A. 3. assigns responsibility to each " State Department"
(again, not to an individual) to designate an individual, by title to
be in charge of remergency response. This step should be accomplished
in the Plan rather than given as a responsibility to be accomplished.

3. Written acreements as needed with federal, state, and local supoort

orcanizations.

The State Plan does not include letters of agreement nor a signature
pace where functions are covered by laws as is the case in the State
of Louisiana.

Section VII, A.4. ref ers to the Federal Radiological Monitoring and
Assessment Plan and to letters of agreement which outline specific
Federal resources, etc., but the only agreement that has been exe--
cuted is apparently between the State and utilities (Section 14).
EPA is not listed among the organizations to support / implement the
plan (Table 1). If EPA support is anticipated, a written instru-
:ent needs to be prepared which details specific EPA tesources which
are relied upen. '?i t hou t such eritten instruments, EPA ma'; net be

able to justifv the resources needed to maintain the necessarv caca-
bility.

The Agreement should list any specific EPA resources relied upon and
designate the channel (s) of communication to obtain the resources.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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3. ONSITE EMERGENCY ORC /d;I'ATICT

2. Re utilitv's designated emer2encv coordinator who would initiate emer-

gency actions.

While not a state or local function, off-site plans should indicate the
utility's designated emergency coordinator who would initiate emergency
actions.

C. EMERGENCY RESPONSE SUPPORT AND RESOURCES

1.a. Specific oerson bv title authorized to recuest federal assistance.

The assistant Secretary or his designated alternate of the Office of
Environmental Affairs is listed as the authorized requestor but there

should be an alternate named.

l.c. Specific State and local resources needed to sucoort federal response.

Responsibilities are assigned (common) for implementing support re-

sponsibilities (VI, A.l.) . Implementing procedures are required to

be prepared (Section VIII, D.) but are not included in the plan. No

specific provisions are made to support EPA, although FRMAP is relied
upon (Section VII, A.4.). So airfields specified, no telephone lines

or radio frequencies assigned, no telecommunications centers arranged
for EPA.

3. Availability and caoabilitv of radiolocical laboratories.

Ince=plete. The LNED laboratory is adequately described in the plan.
However, other laboratories, such as LSU and local laboratories, are
briefly mentioned but no details are provided as to expected avail-
ability, or capability.

No specf . mention is made of reliance upon EPA laboratory faciitties,
but such reliance is implied since laboratory support may be requested
from DOE. The plan does not, but should, detail specifically what
kinds of support may be needed, as well as " turnaround times" required.
Recuirements should be coordinated with laboratory capabilities, and
letters of agreement should also be considered.

4. Availability of support from nuclear and other orcanizations.

Secticn VII. A. and 3. (pages 36-37) of the plan describes support and
resources available from Federal, State, and local agencies. HcwcVer,

letters of agreement are not presented. In particular, L.S.U. ic indi-

cated as an organization having a capability which might be used. There
should, therefore, be a letter of agreement with the institution so notin:
the capability and its willingness to respond.

.
.- ._.
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D. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
.

3. An emergency classification system consistent with that of utilitv.

Chapter I of the State plan establishes emergency action levels con-
sistent with NUREG-0634, Appendix 1. Assume they are consistent with
licensee's.

E. NOTIFICATION METHODS AND PROCEDURES

1. Mutual acreeable crocedures for notification of emercency resconse

orzanizations.

Chapter 2 of the p'an indicates the general concept for notifying
response organizations of an accident at a nuclear facility including
an accident notification from which requires verification. Paragraph
III, N. page 2-3 indicates implementing procedures will contain detailed
procedures for notifying the various affected entities. (Imolementing

procedures to be oublished.)

It is not at all clear from the Plan whether EPA assistance is anti-
cipated. Reference is made to technical federal aupport (Section
VIII, A.3. & 4.), so EPA would likely be involved in event federal
support is ever requested. However, EPA is omitted from the distri-
bution list for the state plan (Table 1). Innlementing procedures

which might detail such plans (Table 2) are omitted.

. While notification procedures are outlined in Chapter 2, verification
requirements are ref erenced to State and Parish Plan implementing pro-
cedures, which are missing. The only reference to verification re-
quirements that could be found is the blank on Tab 1 of Chapter 2 in
both plans and a space for noting verification is included on the
" Accident Notification Form".

2. Procedures for alertin2. notifying and mobilizinc emercenes rasconse
personnel.

Paragraph "I. A. 5. page 23 indicates each state department will be
responsible fcr developing procedures for notification and mobiliza-
tion of its personnel assigned emergency functions. NOT included in
clan.

3. For licensee (emer2encv messaces centent).

The plan in Chapter 2, III. A.C., page 2-2 indicates forms for noti-
fication will be used. The accident notification fora covers areas
of consideration noted in criteria with exception of octentiall'.-
affected poculation.
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System for dissemination to oublic of accropriate information received5.
from licensee.

Notification of the public initially and with following messages isIt may be advisable to designate a sinelethoroughly addressed. Chapter 5, IV.B. 3. 5. and 6. appear to pro-
source of information. This could lead to some confusion andvide several spokespersons. All those mentioned in the references
perhaps some embarrassment.in preparation of information butthere should
may well take part
be a single source for clarity.

instruction to the oublic inProcedures for notification and orompt6.
the plume exposure pathway _._

instructions to the publicA means for providing prompt
The state plan states that EBS messages forIncomplete.

is partially addressed, However, the Tensas
public protective actions are to be developed.
Parish Plan contains an EBS sheltering and evacuation message.

Prescribed written instructional messages for oublic in affected areas. I

7. '

State plan references parish attachments which have prescripted messagesand 4-5 (parish plan). However, the
as Tab 1 to Chapter 4 on pp. 4-4
State plan also has a Tab 1 to its Chapter 4 which indicates EBS mes-
sages are to be developed.

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONSF.
24-hour _

An emercency responsc communications network with mannine on a
1.a.

basis.
dedicated phone

Plan indicates in Chapter 3, III. A. 1. and 2. that
circuits will serve as primary communications between the licenseeThis does not
and LNED with co=mercial celephone as the backup. link vou

the criteria in that if vou lose the crimarvacoear to meet
have also lost the secondary link.
__ response orcani-
Ccemunications as acoronriate with f ederal emercencvl.c.
zations.

LOEP will use NACOM land line and radio to communicate with FEMA withmention notification _Plan does netNA'a'AS being used as an alternate. if to be coordinated by_(DOE)of other federal response orcanizations
indicated and should be censistent with theFEMA. it shculd be so

utility echeme f or notification.
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I 1.d. Communications between nuclear facility and licensee's EOF, state / |
local EOC. and RAD conitoring teams. L

>

Do not find orovisions for co==unications between utility and field
response teams. A communications schematic or block diagram would i

help in showing communications capability, systems and flow.
I

G. PUBLIC EDUCATION AND INFORMATION '

j

3.a. Designated points of contact and physical locations for use by news' '

media.
*

,

I

Inadequate. News media points of contact and specific media recep-
'

tion facilities are not identified. The plan merely says that fa-
,

cilities will be activated as necessary. i,

ff

4.a. Designated media spokesperson with access to all necessary information.

LNED will designate a spokesperson to release state-wide information
with parish governments designating spokespersons for releasing EPI,

i to the parish populace. While the olan reads "sookesoersons" it is
i suggested only one spokesperson being responsible for EPI news re-

leases and this after coordination with spokesperson resconsible for
state-wide releases. A specific spokesperson is not identified by the
state nor is any position (e.g., Public Information Officer).

| H. EMERGENCY FACILITIES AND EOUIPMENT

| 3. Adecuaev of emer2encv operatinc center,
i

Paragraph IV, H. and J., page 16 addresses the location and function
of the State EOCs. Part N, p. 17 indicates each parish will activate
and staff an EOC. Parish EOC here should be classified to read those
parishes falline wholly or cartially within the 10 mile EP2.

;

4. Activation and staffine of EOCs and other facilities.
i

! Timelv activation and staffine of ECCs are to be addressed in the
i=clementina crocedures which are not included in the plan.

;

f 7. Provisions for offsite RAD monitoring eauipment.
i

j Chapter 6, Tab 3, enclosure 1 lists the needed equipment and the office
! where it is available. There is no indication, however, as to how

I
readily the equipment can be made available. Some prior arrangements

,

! should be made, and reflected in the Plan, for having the ecuipment
! ready on short notice. Maintenance of " kits", or storage of some of

the ecuipment in the =cbile laboratcry (Chapter 6, Tab 3. Item C.2)
are two ways to maintain a state of readiness.

|

|

- - - - _ _ _ . - - , . . . , , , _ - - - - - - . . . - , . _ , . _ , - _ .- -__. . . , . - - - - . _ , _ , - . . - . - . , , - . - , , , - . - - _
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10. Provisions for management of e=ergencv equincent/ instruments including
inventerv and inspection.

Inspection, inventory, and checking of all emergency equipment and in-
stru=entation on an assigned schedule is addressed. There is, however,

no indication as to " sufficient reserves" as replacements during cali-
bration or repair.

11. Identification of emergency kits by ceneral category.

No kits are specified. It is not sufficient to merely have the response

equipment "availsble". It must be available in one place in kit for=,

or in a configuration such that an undue amount of time is not required
to collect it.

Equipment not specifically itemized:

1. Instructions for monitoring instruments.

2. Check sources for portable instruments.

3. Instructions for emergency site monitoring and control (DCFs and
procedures for projecting dose).

Policy for use of radio-protective drugs is provided (Chapter 9. Sec-
t ion IV . A. V . 3. 2. and Tab 1) but no provisions could be found for
their suppl:.. These drugt should be considered for inccrporation in
the emergency kits, especially for use by emergency workers.

I. ACCIDENT ASSESSMENT

8. Rapid assessment of magnitude and location of licuid and caseous
radiolocical hazards.

This element is thoroughly written in the plan and is we'.1 done. The

only exception was the absence of estimated deolovment times.

So specific provisions were found for nocification of monitoring teams
at home or at work, although the general procedures are outlined in
Chapter 6, Table 3. Sc call lists, no telephone numbers (or reference

to lists), no response times, etc. Chacter 6. Tab 3, Item C refers to

"LNED procedures" which may contain such details.

All State departments are responsible for designating an individual toI

be in charge, but the actual assignments have not been made in general.
Instead, responsibilities are listed for organizational entities.

Transportation arrangements are covered in Chapter 6, Tab 3. Ite= D,
but more details would be helpful, e.;., driver assignments, staging

procedures, etc.

|

|

|
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Relatinc measured parameters to dose rates and estimated intecrated doses.10.

is also well described in the plan. However, a section of
This element completed. This
the plan entitled "I=plementing Procedures" was not
should be reviewed before passing final judgement on accident assessment.
The provisions for assessing dose rates, estimating integrated dose from
the projected and actual dose rates and for comparing these estimates with
the protective action guides, will be contained in the implementing pro-
cedures when developed.

Chapter 6, Tab 3, enclosure 4, calls for concentration of radioactivity
3 Since EPA PAGs use the different (althouch eauiva-in units of uC1/cm .3, this table should be modifiec, or the equivalency oflent) units C1/m

the units noted, to avoid possible confusion.

Location and trackinc of airborne radioactive plume with aid or federal11.
and/or state resources.

No specific provisions were found for locating or tracking the plume.

J. PROTECTIVE RESPONSE _

Implementation of protective measures based on protective action cuides.9.
for an " Access ControlThis appears to be complete and adequate except 2, Chapter 6.

Map" to be developed and contained in Attachment

Limits and criteria are given in Chapter 7, Section IV. A. 6. b. and
IV. B. 2. for workers VI. B. 1. for general public, IV. B. 3. for

IV. B. 4. for school children. Chapter 8,
institutionalized persons,L cites EPA drinking water standard, IV. F. 3.Section IV. F. 3. c. term, IV. F. 3. c . 3. allows 1000 x
c. 2. allows 12 x MPC for short
MPC for crisis conditions.

it
In estimating doses for purposes of Chapter 8, Section IV. F. 3. c.

for " standard man" and doses toall doses areshould be noted that
children or other population groups may be hicher or lower, depending
on the particular radio-nuclides involved.

impaired includine institutionallyProcedures for orotectine mobility10.d.
confined persons.

II. F. c. 4-2. This is incorrect _.
Cross reference indicates Chapter 4
Chapter 7 III. E. 4. indicates orovisions for transport of cersons
havine imcaired mobility has been arranced for.

in decisiens administerine M1
10.f. Methods used bv State Health Derartment

to central conulation.
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1 Chapter 9, Tab 1, p. 9 is given as the cross reference. Should read
p. 9-12 which indicates the ASOEA will make the recommendations for
the administering of K1 to emergency workers or institutionalized

'people with an established criteria which is printed in the plan on4

'
p. 9-12.

l

| 10.1. Projection of traffic capacities of evacuation routes under emergency
conditions.

Chapter 7, Tab 1, indicates evacuation time studies have been prepared
and can be found as supportive documentation to the plan. The criteria

'
indicates the organizations plan shall include projected traffic capa-
cities of evacuation routes under emergency conditions. This asoect'

I
1 of the plan does not meet the criteria as literally interpreted.

I
10.j . Oreanization and control of access to evacuated areas.

Chapter 7- IV. A. 3. is given as the reference to the plan satisfying
this criteria. While the plan defines what is meant by access control,

,

it does not address how, who, or under what circumstances such an act.iv-
ity might be initiated.

|

10.k. Identification and means for dealing with potential innediments to
i evacuation. |

I

| Chapter 7, III. E. 3. references the parish plans and Tab 3: Tab 3 of
I what? There is no Tab 3 to chapter 7 of the state plan. Chapter 6,

IIl. D. 3. p. 6-2 of the Grand Gulf attachment indicates procedures
;

for dealing with potential impediments will be implemented in accord-
ance with highway department operating procedures. Potential impedi-

ments (such as floodine) have not been identified and hichway deoart-'

ment SOPS are not included as part of plan.
!

10.1. Time estimates for evacuation based on dynamic analysis,

i

Cross reference notes Chapter 7 Tab 1, addresses this aspect of plan-

ning. While this tab indicates supnortine documentation is available

regardine the time estimates for evacuation, it is not found in the>

: clan.
,

10.m. Basis for choice of recommended protective actions in plume EP2.
|
|

Chapter 7, II. D. leaves choices to " judgment of responsible offi-
,

cials", using EPA PAGs as a starting point.

No mention is made of protection afforded by sheltering, which is a
i vital piece of information needed by decision-makers in deciding
j whether evacuation (Chapter 7, IV. A. 4.) or sheltering (Chapter 7,

j n'..A. 1.) is preferred. EPA report " effectiveness of Sheltering as
a Prctective Action Against Nuclear Accidents Involving Caseous
Releases", EPA 520/1-73-001 should be reviewed and factored into the
Plan, to assist the decision makers.

,

. . _ , . _ _ _ _ . _ , _ _ _ _ _ . _ , , - - _ . _ _ . _ . . - . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - . . , _ . _ _ - _ .
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11. Protective measures for incestion pathway.

Protective actions are given in Chapter 8, IV. F. 1. b. for milk. 8.
IV. F. 2. for other foods, and 8. IV. T. 3. c. 5. for water.

No procedures were found for determining contamination levels or for
estimating dose consequences of uncontrolled ingestion.

Decontamination of food stuffs is covered in Section 8, IV. F. 2.

Maps of water supply intakes and treatment plants are referenced in
Chapter 8, Tab 2 and will be maintained by "the State". The specific j

location of such maps should be indicated, along with the name or title
of the person responsible for maintaining them, and telephone number.
Consideration should be given to =aking the maps a part of the plan.

12. Registration and monitoring evacuees in relocation centers.

Chapter 9 addresses monitoring, decontamination procedures, etc. but
does not provide for registration of evacuees using or passing through
the reception area.

K. R/.DIATION EXPOSURE CONTROL

4. Decision chain to authorize emergency workers to incur exposures in
excess of PAGs.

Procedural arrangements have been made on paper (e.g., Chapter 9.
V. B. 1. b.), but methods for tracking over-exposed workers are not
detailed. This could be corrected by elaborating the instructions on
the Dosimeter Report Fo rm (Chapter 9, Tab 6).

The Preventive PAG levels specified in Chapter 9. V. D. are consistent
with EPA guidance to minimize exposures. However, the Plan does not
indicate how these PAGs are to be used. Section 9. V. D. 1. indicates
exposures up to 25 Re (W.B.) or 125 Rem (thyroid) will be accumulated
"as dirceted by L:;ED". This control is not, however, reflected in
the Dosimeter Report For=, which innlies that there are no restrictions
on exposures up to those li=its. This should be cl_rified.

Authorisation to exceed emergency PACS can be given by the chief exe-

i cutive officer of the affected Parish, or by the ASOEA. Neither of
i these officials is required to have specialized training in radiologi-
I cal health physics. A health pnysics professional should be explicitly

identified so.cewhere in the decision chain. The professional should
be a necical doctor with radiological health training, or should have
advanced training dealing with radiation injury.

5.b. Means for decontamination of emer: enc. nersonnel. sur:1:ec. and ecuic-
ment, and waste discosals.

__.
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External contamination control is covered in Chapter 9. Tab 2.

Persons with contaminated wounds are to be referenced to nearest medical
facility. (Chapter 9, Tab 4 Ite: 2). No other internal contamination
provisions could be found. Provisions should be added for persons ex-
posed to the plume who may be internally contaminated through the in-
halation pathway and require decontamination.

L. MEDICAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH SUPPORT

1. Local and back-up material and medical services.

The State has not yet completed a listing of hospitals equipped to ac-
cept radiation accident patients. Tensas Parish Plan provides letters
of agreement with several hospitals in this category. Tab 1 to Chapter
9 in the Tensas Parish Plan refers to hospital decontamination plans
but no plan was included. These plans =ust be reviewed before an eval-
uation of this element can be completed.

3. Lists. locations and capacities of public. orivate, militarv hosoitals.

Chapter 10 of the plan addresses medical and public health aspects of
REP planning. IV. B. 2. indicates Tab 4 lists the hospitals capable
of receiving and treating radioactively contaminated persons. Tab 4
is to be develooed. therefore is deficient.

4. Transportation of accident victims to medical supyart facilities.

Chapter 10, paragraph IV. A. 1. addresses transportation of on-site
personnel needing medical treatment and IV. A. 2. indicates that parish
OEPs are responsible for coordinating emergency medical services and
that the ambulance services can be found under Tab 2 which is to be
developed and is therefore a deficiency.

M. RECOVERY AND REENTRY PLANNING AND POSTACCIDENT OPERATIONS

1. General olias and procedures for reentrv and relaxation of crotective
measures.

Protective actions will be relaxed by the ASOEA based on LNED recom-
mendation (Chapter 11, III. A.). An individual should be identified
to make the recommendation rather than the organizational entity (LNED).

4. Method for periodic estimation of total copulation exposure.

This is precably implied in Section IV. J. and is a responsibility of
the LSED as stated in Section VI. B. 13. e. The plan does not, however,
establish a method. Population deses are likelv an output of LNED's
computer capabilities noted in Chapter 6, III. C. 1. a.
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!; . EXERCISES A::D DRILLS

2. c. Medical emergency drills (licensee / local).

Inadequate. The State plan does not address medical emergency drills
and the Tensas Parish Plan states this section is "not applicable".

2.d. Annual radiological monitoring drills.

Annual drills are specified in Chapter 13. IV. A. 2. dovever, this a

chapter merely recites NUREG-0654 requirements and does not add the
necessary elaboration to make the Plan a working document. For
example, responsible individuals should be designated within the or-
ganizations to plan and coordinate the drills, it should be stated
whether the State participates in each annual drill at each facility,
the extent of realism required, i.e., simulation vs. actual data
collection and response actions, etc.

,

2. 3. Health chvsics drills

Chapter 13, IV. A. 3., indicates health physics drills will be con-
ducted semi-annually. Plan does not indicate analysis of simulated
elevated airborne sample (wording of sentence is of such to indicate
only liquid analysis).

2.e.(1) Semi-annual health physics drills

Chapter 13. IV. A. 3. , also merely recites NUREG-0654 requirements

without elaboration. There is no indication how many health physicists
are to be involved, whether two drills are required at each facility,
who is the individual responsible, etc.

O. RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE TRAINING

1.b. Trninine programs for offsite response orcanizations includinc fire,
police and ambulance / rescue eersonnel.

Chapter 12, III. A. l., indicates training will be provided by the
facility for offsite personnel responding on site. Did nct find pre- '

11sions for training of those orcanizations who nicht have nutual
aid cacts or a reements with the primar. emergence response orcaniza-

tions.

P. RE5PO!;SI51LITY FOR THE PLAE;I ;G EFFORT

1. Training of plannine eersannel

Chapter 12, V. 3. is listed as cross reference - incorrect. Should
read Basic plan. 'J. 3. p. 20 which says the ASOEA is authorized to
direct the development and inplementation of emergenc: respcnse plans
for FNis. It is not indicated that State Planning Personnel shall

be trained but can onls be assumed.
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6. A listine of sutoortine alc.ns

inadequate. Some supporting plans are referred to in various parts
of the State and Parish plans but there is no detailed listing of
State or local supporting plans and related documents.

7. A listing bv title of SOPS

Inadequate. These procedures are not in either the Parish or State
plans. Both plans indicate procedures are " to be developed".

This is an important element and must be provided to complete the plan
evaluation.

8. A table of contents and cross references to NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-?., Rev. 1

B. P. page i is a table of contents for the plan. The cross reference
while not numberee as a part of the plan is included (needs corrections).

,

k

,
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CONSOLIDATED SYNDPSIS OF RAC COMMENTS.

Re: Attachment #2 (Tensas Parish Plan)

GENERAL COMMENTS

1. The Tensas Parish attachment lacks an index. This makes the information
extre=ely difficult to locate and is totally unacceptable for an emer-
gency plan.

2. Page 11, #12, second line -- replace injection with ingestion.

3. Page 12, #19 -- suggest this title be broadened by removing " personnel"
to define " contamination survey".

4. Misspelled words?

A. ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY

3. Written agreements. Chapter 13 (II.B.) indicates that specific areas of
response potentially requiring support from Federal, State, Parish, and
private organizations have been identified. Letters of Agreement with I

local support organizations are contained in that chapter. Since there
are no agreements with State and Federal agencies included in Chapter
13, does this mean there is no need for assistance from these agencies?

C. EMERGENCY RESPONSE SUPPORT AND SERVICES

Nothing

D. EMERCENCY CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

Nothing

E. NOTIFICATION METPODS AND PROCEDURES

1. N021FICATIUN/"ERIFICATION. Chapter 2 addresses accident notification.
While the accident notification form has a place for message verification
and it is implied verification will be performed, the plan does not spe-
cifically say it will be done and how.

3. Establishment of content of initial emergency message to be sent from
the utility. Criteria E-3 refers to joint State, local, licensee es-
tablishment but it was not listed as a Stateilocal planning responsi-
bility at the time of the revision of FEMA-REP-1. This item was not
addressed ir. the plan.

Affected population dose is not required to be reported directly but
requires a knowledge of sector populations. This information is con-
tained in the Parish Plan, Tables 1 and 2. w'ich use an alphanumericn

notation system. The alphanumeric system is not, however. tied in to
the Site Vicinity and General Area maps so the population groups can be
readily located. These maps use the conventional N.E.S,W designations,
and need te be altered to show the alphanumeric system instead of or
in addition to the conventional system.

,
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F. EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS

1.e. Pages 2-6 denotes day and night numbers but there is no mention made
of when to call the day or night et=ewise.

2. Coordinated com=unications link with fixed and mobile medical support
facilities. This is addressed but without specificity of communication
links.

1

G. PUBLIC EDUCATION AND INFORMATION

3.a. Designated points of contact for the media. The plan indicates the media
will be directed to the Tensas Parish public information contact point
but the physical location is not established.

H. EMERGENCY FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

4. Activation / staffing. Chapter 2 (III.D. and E) only indicate that call lists
will be implemented. There are no provisions to alert people if tele-

iphones are out of service or if the individual is not at the designated !number.

11. Emergency Kits. The cross reference indicates Tab 3 to Chapter 8 addresses
this criteria element; however, Tab 3 is missing from the Plan.

J. , PROTECTIVE RESPONSE

10.a. Tab 1 'to Chapter 6 has evacuation =aps, traffic flow patterns, routes
and areas. Staging centers are addressed but locations of reception
centers in host towns are not found. Pre-selected sampling and monitoring
points were not listed or shown. Shelter areas were not identified.

10.b. Population distribution is indicated by zone and sector under Table 1,
Tab 1 to Chapter 6. It is not shown on caps.

10.e. Provision for radioprotective drugs is incomplete -- it does not indi-
cate how much, where stored, or means of distribution. Plan indicates
this item should be considered for institutionalized persons.

10.h. Reloca: ion centers are not identified in Chapter 6 as indicated. (Also
monitored under 10.a.).

10.1. Chapter 6 (IV.D.) notes evacuation time estimates and projected highway
traffic capacities for clear and adverse weather conditions. However,
projected traffic capacities of evacuation routes use 1970 data and the
average speed is listed as 40 MPH as opposed to 30 MPH used in the CRP
studies.

10 3. Chapter 6 (!!I.E.1.c.) indicates there will be specific actions for
the protection of the public which includes access centrol, The State

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Plan (IV.K.) is given as a reference. It refers to assistance from law '

enforcement from adjoining parishes. Need implementing procedures, Tab 2.
Also, paragraph C(l) on pages 6-10 refers to " roadblocks at the following
locations" but tail s to list the locations.

10.k. Chapter 6 (III.D.3.) indicates procedures for dealing with potential
impediments along evacuation routes will be implemented. The plan should
identify these impediments and indicate how they will be dealt with.
Implementing procedures cover this?

10.1. Chapter 6 (Tab 1,0) notes evacuation tLme estimates. These are not
given by sectors and distance as required by NUREG-0654 The esti=ates
are unrealistic and are based on dated material (1970 vs 1980 census).
Because of low population density and rapid: evacuation, could probably
use total time for Tensas Parish sectors for individual sectors.

12. Chapter 6 (IV.B.4.) is reference given for registration and monitoring
of evacuees in relocation centers. However, no provisions could be
found for registering and monitoring evacuees. Emergency supplies
will evidently be listed in Chapter 8, Tab 3, but it is not clear
whether such supplies will also be intended for use with evacuees.
Tab 3 is missing.

L. MEDICAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH SUPPORT

1. Hospital / medical services are not listed -- =akes general reference to
State plan. The State plan has not yet completed a listing of hospitals
equipped to accept radiation accident patients. The Tensas Parish Plan
provides letters of agreement with several hospitals in this category.
Should be specific in licting of facilities and their capabilities.

Also, Tab 1 to Chapter 9 in the Tensas Parish Plan refers to hospital
decontamination plans but no plan was included. These plans must be
reviewed before an evaluation of this element can be completed.

M. RECOVERY AND REENTRY

1.b. II,III indicates parish government will participate in exercises und
the critique thereof. The local alcn does not specifically address the
varying time commencement recuirement of exercises but must he assumed
the parish eill exercise in cooperation and consistent with LNED.

N. EXERCISES A';D DRILLS

2.r.(FEMA comments) Plan indicates this element is not applicable to Grand
Gulf f acilit:. and I agree considering the geographical barrier (MS river

with no land access for aporoximately 65 miles) between the subject parish
and the GCNS.

(SEC ccmments) Inadecuate. The State plan does not address medical emer-
gency drills and the Tensas Parish Plan states rais .ection is "not appli-
cable".
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i. Chapter 11, 1V.3. indicates provisions will be made f or supervision
and evaluation of drills. 0654 differentiates between drills and
exercises ( s e e '; . l . a . fcc exercise and N.2 for drills). Element N.4
refers to exercises, not drills. I feel further clarification of the
evaluation process of exercises at the local level is needed. This
could include the evaluation, after-action report, assignments for
correction of deficiencies and final changes in local plans.

O. PJd)IOLOGICAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE TRAINING

1.b. Chapter 10, III, 3. indicates training of each off-site response or-
ganization. Does not address those organications with whom mutual
aid pacts or agreements might be established se must assume there
are none.

4.a-j. Chapter 10, III indicates LNED ard LOEP will be responsible for
conducting the training programs for the local parish response per-
sonnel. The State plan defines the categories of personnel to be
trained. Does not specifically state that individuals as listed in
4.a. through 4.j. will attend what training or when.

5. Plans at the State and Parish level call for the initial orientation
and training of emergenc:. response personnel. State plans call for
retraining of personnel on an annual basis. Parish plans only address
replacement training as needed.

R. RESPONSI",1L1 Y FOR THE PLMC;ING EFFORT

1. Chapter 10, III indicates training will be accomplished to enhance
comprehension of the plans but not specifically for the olanning
effort as noted in 0634.

5. General Plan (VIII.3). The EPC is responsible for the distribution of
plans. Does not indicate updates to plan to be dated and marked.

6. Cross reference indicates A.P., VIII. This is incorrect. The onlv
support plan listing found is under 3.P.T.S. authority which is neither
detailed nor are sources orevided. Plan inadecuate. Some supporting
plans are referred to in various parts of the State and Parish plans
but there is no detailed listing of State or local suoporting plans
and related documents.

7. C.P.II.E is the standard operating procedures which are to be develooed.
Deficient. Both State and Parish plans indicate procedures are to be
developed. This is an important element and must be provided to complete
plan evaluation.

5. G.P.!!.D which is the NUREG-0634/ attach ent cross-referance is the
oni. likeness tc a table of contents founc. Inculd hace ; mere ce: ailed
and easil, referenced table of contents. Alse. covered ncer '7eneral
Ccmments".
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OBSERVATIONS MOTED IN THE GRAND GULT NUCLEAR STATION EXERCISEi-

1. Emer2ency Operations Facilities and Resources

C.l.b. - What are the procedures to be used to request Federal resources?i

!
What Federal resources were requested during the exercise.and

1 by whom? Was the Federal response adequate and timely?

Scenario did not call for-exercising this element.,

i
j

,C.I.c. - What procedures have been established to provide available
State and local resources to support the Federal response?
Were these resources needed during the exercise? Were they
provided in a timely manner and were they adequate?

!

: Scenario did not call for exercising this element.
I

:

F.1.b. - What provisions have been established for communications with I

i contiguous state / local governments within the Emergency Plan-
ning Zone? Were these provisions effectively executed during
the exercise? If there were problems, indicate what they were.

,

Initial warning and notification was not exercised censistent
with the plan. LOEP has the capability for 24-hour warning '

and notification as well as LNED. Questica that the dedicated
telephone circuitry and the commercial telephone circuitry
satisfies the requirement for dissimilar initial warning and

j notification from the licensee to the OPR. Unable to hear the
ring of the dedicated land line circuit. OEP needs to establish

; SOPS for utilization of dedicated land line circuitry.
!

Ra t ing : 3t

F.1.c. - What were the provisons for communications with the Federal
emergency response organizations? Were these provisions
initiated and if so, what were the results?,

I
.

{ Scenario did not call for exercising this element. However,'

LOEP did not notify FEMA Region 6 at the alert EAL.
:
4

: Ratine : 3

F.1.d. - What provisons were established for communications between the<

nuclear facility and the licensee's near-site EOF, State and local
i EOCs, and radiological monitoring teams? Were the systems / pro-
] cedures effective to the overall emergency response as observed
'

during the exercise?

Satisfactory

Ra t ine : 4
;

,
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H.3. - Where are the State and local emergency operating centers?
If readily available, how much EOC working space is there?
Is this adequate? What are the provisions for EOC security?
Were the provisions initiated and what were the results?
What are the provisions in the plan for E0C communications?

Describe the EOC internal communications system as you ob-
served it. Is it adequate? Are there previsions in the plan'

for the necessary display information and who is responsible
for it? As you observed the EOC displays, were they adequate?,

Others needed?'

Limited space at the local EOC. There was demonstrated need
to keep the EOC participants better informed. Adequate local
visuals, but not properly displayed and message board not
kept current. State displays were adequate but not properly
utilized. The state plan lacks specific procedures for internal
communications. Recommend LNED and LOEP coordinate and provide
for adequate displays for the governor's press room.

Rating: 4

J.10.a.- What are the provisions for maps showing evacuation routes,
evacuation areas, preselected radiological sampling and
monitoring points, relocation centers in host areas, and
shelter areas? As observed, did the decision makers use the
maps and did the maps appear to be adequate?

The radiological sampling and monitoring maps, relocation
maps, and shelter area maps are not in the plan. Radiological
sampling and monitoring map was not available at the local EOC.
Shelter area map not at the local EOC. Maps need enlarging
and vmetored. The state EOC had adequate maps but they were
not used to any great extent.

Rating: 3

J.10.b.- What are provisons for sector maps showing population distri-
; bution around the nuclear facility? Did the decision makers
'

use the maps and did the maps appear to be adequate?

No deficiencies noted.
i

Rating: 3

II. Alerting and Notification of Of ficials and Staff

A.l.e. - In what manner has the organization to be evaluated provided
for a 24-hour per day emergency response capability, including
a 24-hour per day manning of the communications system? Did
the provisions, when initiated, work well? Other comments?

The plan sufficiently addressed the 24-hour per day alert
capability. Was not exercised, assumed to be sufficient.

f

, _ . - - , . , . . _ _ . _ , -_ _ . . - . . _ . - - , . - . .. _ _ , _ _ _ - _ _ _ . . , . _ . _ . . .
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A.4. - What.are the provisions for continuous (24-hour) operations
for a protracted period? Wha is responsible for assuring
continuity of resources? As observed, were the provisions
adequate? Was there an observed capability for ef fective
shift change over an extended period of time? Comments?

Capability not exercised.

| C.2.a. - The plan indicates the Louisiana Nuclear Energy Division ,

will dispatch a technical analysis representative to the
licensee's near-site EOF. Was this done during the exer-
cise?

Satisfactory.

Ra ting : 4

E.1. - What are the established procedures for notification of
'

response organizations? If observed, how effective were
these procedures, when implemented? How effective is the

i

verification system for transmission and receipt of com- |

munications between State and local organizations?

Additional practice needed at the local level but imple-
mented satisfactorily.

Rating: 4

E.2. - What are the procedures for alerting, notifying and
mobill:ing emergency response personnel? Were these pro-
cedures used and how effective did they appear to be?

There was one incorrect telephone listing, otherwise satis-
factory.

Rating: 4

E.3. - Were the initial emergency messages sent by the licensee
handled effectively? Did they contain the following infor-r

mation: (1) identification of the emergency action level
(2) if a release is taking place, (3) identification of po-
tentially af f ected population and areas, and (4) whether
protective measures may be necessary?

Received erroneous information from the utility. However,
did not detract from state and local capability.

Rating: 3

.
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F.1.a. - What are the provisions for an emergency response communi-
cations network with manning on a 24-hour basis? Was this
notification capability and effective ability to activate
the emergency response network de=onstrated during the exer-
cise? Was there a telephone link and an alternate means for

{notification available and what were they?

Satisfactorily demonstrated.

Rating : . 3

F.1.e. - What procedures have been established for alerting or acti- ;
vating emergency personnel in the organization being evaluated? i

Were these procedures activated and how effective were they?

Alerting notification and activation of local personnel was
demonstrrtad satisfactorily.

j Rating: 4

F.2. - What is the provision for a coordinated communications link
for fixed and mobile medical support facilities? Was the
method used during the exercise and did it add to the overall
emergency response capability?

Emergency personnel should use channel 2 on the radio fre-
quency for normal operational messages. Lack of voice com-
munications between mobile medical and fixed medical - planned
to be corrected in the future.

Rating: 3

H.4. - What are the procedures for timely activation and staffing of
the emergency response centers? During the exercise, were the
centers activated and staffed in a timely =anner?

Procedures for activation and staffing of the EOC should be
included in the plan.

Rating: 3

III. Emergencv Operations Management

A.l.a. - Who are the organizations identified as a part of the overall
response organization? Was each organization participating
in the exercise?

No comment - each organization participated.

Rating: 3
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A.l.b. - How is the organization's role in the concept of operations
defined? Could the observer determine from observation
the organization's role and its relationship to the total
effort during the exercise?

All operations controlled through EOC ef f ectively.

Rating: 3

A.l.d. - Who is the individual,by title, who is in charge of emergency
response? During the exercise, did the designated official
assume charge of emergency response?

The designated official assumed the leadership role satis-
factorily.

Rating: 4

A.2.a. - What are the assigned functions and responsibilities assigned
to the organization being evaluated? How well did the organi-
zations carry out these functions and responsibilities?

All functions and responsibilities were carried out ef fectively.

Rating: 4
,

A.3. - What written agreements have been made for the or,,anizational
function being evaluated? Were these agreements implemented
during the exercise?

Any written agreements which had been made and consummated
were done effectively.

Rating: 4

C.1.a. - Who is the person, by title, authorized to request Federal
assistance? Was such request for assistance observed during
the exercise?

Not exercised.
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C.4. - What nuclear and other facilities, organizations, or indi-
viduals have been identified which can be relied upon to
provide emergency assistance to the organization being
evaluated? Did the observer note sny assistance being re-
quested from any of t'hese identified groups and were the
responses adequate?

Assistance requested from several organizations and all re-
sponded in an effective-manner.

Ra ting : 4

D.J. - Were State and local' classification and emergency action
levels used during the exercise consistent with that of tht
utility?

State and local EALs were consistent with that of the utility.
Ra ting : 4

D.4. - What procedures are in place that provide for emergency
actions to be taken which.are consistent with the emergency
actions recommended by the nuclear facility licensee, taking
into account off-site conditions? Were thesa procedures im-
plemented and what were the results?

All procedures were implemented effectively with favorable
results.

Rating: 4

IV. Public Alerting and Notification

E.5. - What system is to be used for dissemination to the public
of information received from the licensee (includes EBS)?
Was activation of this system observed and what were the
results?

The EBS was activated satisfactorily.

Rating: 4

E.6. - What is the administrative and physical means planned for
prompt notification to the public? Is the system in place?
Was it used during the exercise and was it adequate to warn
all the population requiring notification?

The system is in place and was tested. Questionable whether
all people can be warned by the present system. The alert
notification system will be tested at a later date. A rating
will be given at that t ime .
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E.7. - Are there messages in the plan intended for the public,
giving appropriate instructions with regard to specific
protective actions to be taken, etc. Were these messages
used during the exercise? Did the messages provide all
the information needed?

Was not exercised completely.

Rating: 3

J.10.c.- How does the plan provide f or notification to all segments
of the transient and resident population? ls this system
adequate as demonstrated during the exercise?

All systems were not tested during the exercise. The ones
that were, were satisfactory - the remainder will be tested
at a later date.

Rating: 3

V. Public and Media Relations

G.I. - What is the method to be used for periodic dissemination of
information to the public regarding how they will be notified
and what their actions should be in an emergency? Was there
any evidence during the exercise to indicate that this periodic
dissemination was being made?

Method for periodic dissemination has been accomplished.
However, there is a need for coordination between MP&L
spokesperson and media at the local level in Louisiana.

Rating: 4

G.2. - What provisions have been made for a public information pro-
gram for the permanent and transient population in the 10
mile EPZ? Was evidence of this observed during the exercise?

Provisions for information to permanent and transient popula-
tion has been addressed and was observed to be sufficient.

Rating: 4

G.3.a. - Who are the peints of contact and physical locations for
use by news media during an emergency? Were there any prob-
lems finding the contact persons or the location of the PI0s?

Recommend that LNED and LOEP discuss and settle on one news
media site at the state level taking into consideration the
desires of the governor. Appropriate functions of each should
be worked out. Also, needed in the plan is the procedure
whereby news releases would be cleared with the utility media
center.

Ra t ine : 3
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G.3.a. - If there was a joint media facility, what were the good and
(con't) bad points?

The Mississippi side is responsible for the emergency news
media center. However, the state of Louisiana did experience
some difficulty in coordinating news responses with them.

No rating.

Who is the designated media spokesperson for the organiza-G.4.a. -

tion being evaluated, or if that organization does not have
a spokesperson, who is to speak for it?

Reference remarks under G.3.a.

Rating: 3

C.4.b. - What arrangements have been made for a timely exct.ange of
inf ormation among designated spokespersons? Were these
arrangements used during the exercise and were they adequate?

A lack of advance arrangements for inter-media exchange of
information.

Ra t ing : 3

C.4.c. - What are the coordinated arrangements planned for dealing

with rumors? Were these arr?ngements initiated and were
they effective?

Arrangements had been mada for dealing with rumors but were
not put into effect during the exercise.

VI. Accident Assessment

H.7. - What are the provisions for offsite radiological monitoring
equipment in the vicinity of the nuclear facility? Were
these prr> visions adequate?

Observed and were adequate.

Rating: 3

H.12. - Has each organization established a central point (preferably
associated with the licensee's near-site EOF) for the receipt
and analysis of all ficld monitoring data and coordination
of sample media? Were there any problems in getting the data /
sa=ple media to the specified central point?

The requirement has been met.

Rating: 4

1
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I.7. - Was the capability and resources for field monitoring, as
described in the plan observed to be adecuate during the

{exercise'
|

Adequate, but need additional training.
,

Rating: 3

I.8. - What are the provisions for methods, equipment, and exper-
tise to make rapid assessments of the actual or potential

'

radiological hazards through liquid or gaseous release
pathways? During the exercise, were adequate assessments
made? (The assessment should include the magnitude and lo--

cation of the release as well as the method of activation,
notification means, field team compositions, transportation,

i communications, monitoring equipment, and estimated deploy- *

ment times).

Misinterpretation of technical data was believed to be by
GGNS and not a fault of NED. Activation of field deploy-
ment teams was very satisfactory.

Ratinn: 4

I.9. - Does the organization being evaluated have the capability
to detect the measure radio-iodine concentrations in the
air within the plume exposure EPZ as low as 10'4C1/cc under
field conditions? Were any such measurements made during
the exercise and did they appear to be accurate?

Not observed but sufficiently addressed in the plan.

1.10. - Does the State level organization have the means for re-
lating measured parameters to dose rates for Key isotopes
and gross radioactivity measurements? Are there detailed
provisions described in separate procedures? Were these
procedures implemented during the exercise and what were

j the results?
!

Good capability exists.!

Ra ting : 4

I.11. - What are the arrangements to locate and track the airborne
radioactive plume? Were these arrangements carried out
during the exercise and were they workable?

! Arrangements were satisfactory and demonstrated during the
exercise.

< Ratin2: 4
i

<

i
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J.10.m.- At the State level does the plan provide bases for the choice
of recommended protective actions from the plume exposure
pathway during emergency conditions? During the exercise
were the reco= mended protective actions made in accordance
with the plan bases?

There was some confusion on interpretation of protective
actions recommended by EPA PAGs (apparently confusion by
GGNS).

Rating: 3

C.3. - What radiological laboratories were named in the plan, and
what are their general capabilities and expected availability?
Were requests made or simulated to these laboratories during
the exercise? What were the results?

! Requests were simulated for laboratory assistance during the
exercise but were not needed.

! Ratinz: 4

VII. Actions to Protect the Public

J.2. - Are there contingency plans for movement of onsite individual
to offsite locations? Were these plans implemented during
the exercise and what were the results?

Not applicable.

J.9. - How did the State and local organizations implement protective
measures based on protective action guides (PAGs) and other
related criteria? Was it consistetc with the plan? Was this
activity adequate for the protection of the public?

Protective measures consistent with PAGs.

Rating: 4

J.10.d.- What are the previsions for protecting those persons whose
mobility may be impaired, confined at home or in institu-
tions? Were these provisions exercised and what were the
results?

Provisions for protecting persons with impairments, disabilities,
etc., well addressed and simulated during exercise.

Ratine: 5

.
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J.10.g.- What are the procedures for implementing relocation of tne
populace? Were these procedures followed during the exer-
cise and what were the results?

A need for more information to personnel responsible for
shelters.

Rating: 3

J.10.h.- Where are the planned relocation centers? Were these cen-
ters activated during the exercise and what were the results?

Relocation centers were reactivated. Demonstrated need for
additional training by shelter staff.

Ra tinL_ : 4

J.10.k.- What are the potential impediments ta use evacuation routes
identified in the plan? What are the means of dealing with
these potential i= pediments? Did the exercise include an
impediment as identified and how was it handled?

None identified in the plan. However, it was noted there is
a railroad track passing through St. Joseph which could be a
potential impediment. The exercise did not include any in-
pediments.

J.10.1.- What are the time estimates f or evacuation as projected in
the plan? Was evacuation simulated during the exercise?
If there was a partial evacuation, describe. What potential
problems might be encountered as seen from the exercise?

4

Misdirection of traffic at roadblock 6 (simulated evacuation).

Rating: 3

.

J ll. - What protective measures are specified in the plaa for use
in the ingestion pathway, including the methods for pro-
tecting the public frc= censumption of contaminated food
stuffs? Was there any exercise of the ingestion pathway
protective measures and what were the results?

i The scenario did not call for implementation of 50-mile
ingested pathway zone precautionary measures.

'
J.12. - What are the provisions for registration and monitoring cf

evacuees at relocation centers? Were these functions ob-
served during the exercise? Were they handled in an ef-4

4
fective manner, or were there problems?

More infor=ction to registrants at relocation centers.

'

Rating: 4

i

,
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VIII. Health. Mecical, and Exuosure Control Measures

J.10.e.- What are the provisions in the plan for tne use of radio-
protective drugs, particularly for emergency worPers and
institutionalized-persons in the plume EPZ, including
quantities, storage, and method of distribution? Was the
use of such drugs simulated during the exercise? Comments?

The use of racio-protective drugs not exercised.

J.17.f.- What is the method to be used by the State Health Depart-
ment in decisions to administer K1 to the general popula-
tion during an emergency and the predetermined' conditions
under which suc'1 drugs may be used by offsite emergency

j workces?

Not implemented.

J.10.j.- What are the provisions for control of access to evacuated
areas and organizational responsibilities for such control?
Were these provisions demonstrated during the exercise?
Simulated? Comments?

|

Provisions for control of access to evacuated areas were
adequate.

Rating: 4

K.3.a. - What are the provisions for a 24-hour-per-day capability
to determine the doses received by emergency personnel?

I Were these provisions implemented during the exercise and
what were the results?

Provisions were covered in the plan. However, only self-
reading devices were observed.

K.3.b. - What are the provisions for frecuent e=ergency worker
dosimeter readings and how are dosage records to be kept?
Were these provisions carried out during the exercise and
how successfully were they carried out?

Sufficiently addressed in the plan - minimal observation
during exercise.

K.4. - What is the decision chain established for authorizing
emergency workers to incur exposures in excess of EPAs
PAGs? Was this acticn a part of the exercise? Comment?

I

Scenario did not call for exercising this element.
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K.5.a. - What are the action levels specified for determination of
the need for decontamination? As used during the exercise,
were the action' levels adequate?

,

Not exercised.

K.5.b. - What means is provided for radiological decontamination of
; emergency personnel wounds, supplies, instruments and
| equipment, and waste disposal? Was decontamination re-

quired during the exercise? How effective?

Not exercised.

L.l. - What arrangements have been made for local and backup hospital
,and medical services with capability for evaluation / treatment I

of contaminatad individuals? How did the implementation of
|the arrangements work out? What facilities were used and how '

well did the medical personnel perform? Were the facilities !
adequate?

Question the need for medical decontamination capability.
Was exercised and additional training needed.

Rating: 3

!

L.3. - Has the State developed a list of the le ation of public,
private, and military hospitals and othv. emergency medical
services facilities considered capable of providing medical
support for any contaminated injured 1,ndividual? Were any
of these facilities called on for assistance during the
exercise?

Failed to see the need for this capability for this facility
and was not exercised.

L.4. - What arrangements have been made for the transportation of
accident victims to medical support facilities? During
the exercise, were there any occident victims? If so,
how effective was the pre-arranged transportation?

Sufficiently addressed.

Rating: 3

M.4. - What method has the State outlined for periodic estimation

of total population exposure? Was this in evidence during
the exercise? Comments?

Vaguely implied in the plan and was not observed during exer-
cise.

_ ___ - - - ______ __
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IX. Recoverv and Reentrv Operations

M.l. - Rhat generally is planned to accomplish recovery and re-
entry functions? Was recovery and reentry exercised?
Describe what took place? Are the provisions adequate?

Exercised minimally.

M.3. - What are the State procedures for informing response organi-
zations that reentry has been initiated? Exercised? Adequate?

Exercised minimally.

X. Relevance of the Exercise Exoerience

N.1.a. - Did the exercise test the integrated capability of the various
plans and organi:ctions? Did it test a major portion of the
basic elements of the plans? Comments?

A need for additional training and education at the local
t

and state level. Public warning devices need attention.

Ratine: 3
i

N.l.b. - Did the observer feel the scenario was adequate to verify
the capability to respond to a radiological accident? Co=ments?

The scenario was limited. The ability of the state and local
emergency organizations to respond to a radiological accident
is adequate.

Ratinc : 3

Did the exercise appear to benefit the participants? Explain.

Brought out items that needed further clarification in the plan
and some weak areas that could be enhanced by further training
and education.


